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Android: Your phone's default layout serves the right user. If you're left-handed, switch the layout right-to-left at the touch of a button to make it easier to use the device. First you need to get into the developer settings, then you can turn on the layout change. Here's how: Go to the settings of phone.Scroll down until you
see Build Number and click it seven times in quick succession. This will allow you to use the developer's settings (unless they're included yet). As soon as the phone announces that you are a developer, find the Back button to move on to the main settings. At the bottom, right over about the phone, now you'll see
developer options where it hasn't been before. Click on him. Scroll down and tap the box to enable the Force RTL layout direction. Your layout should instantly switch, giving your left thumb a better reach to push whatever you need without much voltage. In addition, you'll see that the direction of the home screen layout
has changed. You'll pull in to open Google Now just like forcing right-to-left (RTL) layouts on Android PhoneArena Android is the obvious choice for people who don't want the view of the top-down controls you get from companies like Apple where all teams fit into a specific brand identity rather than catering to specific
user needs and preferences. Google's open source software fortunately provides enough space for developers to customize your OS experience. But this freedom also seeps to you, which means that you can additionally personalize your home screen as you like it. But that doesn't mean you can just flick the switch and
have it your way. Not everything is customized, and there are some limits to what you can do with things that. So, without further ado, here are some of the coolest ways you can personalize your home screen on Android.Personalize your home screen: Basics there are some simple settings for personalizing your home
screen on Android that don't require you to download any new apps. First, and most obvious, is the wallpaper you use as a background. You can choose one of the set wallpapers, download some new ones or use your own existing photos. How to change your wallpaper on Android: Tap and hold empty space on your
home screen. Click on Wallpapers at the bottom of the screen. Choose one of your existing wallpapers or use one of your own photos. Once you've made your choice, click on Set wallpaper. Choose whether you want this image as your home screen, lock screen, or both. Repeat the process if you want different images
on your home and Screen. (Note that some Android phones require you to pinch the screen to access home screen settings rather than a long push.) How to remove app shortcuts from your home screen: Click and hold the app icon. Drag the app icon you want to hide in one of two places: the app drawer (presented
(presented at the center of the bottom of the screen). Or to x at the top of the screen marked Delete. If you want to remove the app completely, you should see Uninstall next to Delete at the top of the screen - just drag the app icon there instead. How to add app shortcuts to your home screen: First, open the app drawer.
Tap and hold the app you want and drag it up to the home screen. Throw it wherever you want it, and click and hold to drag it elsewhere. Drag and hold it at the edge of the screen to be taken to the next page. How to create an app folder: You can also create groups of apps on your home screen by combining similar
apps into categories, each of which will have its own quick access folder: Click and hold appDrag it on top of another app and release. These two apps must be combined into a shared folder. Drag any other relevant apps into the folder. Click on the folder to open it and rearrange the order app by clicking, hold and drag.
Rename the folder into something like Social, Messages, Games, or whatever. How to add/delete widgets: You can also decide which widgets to have on your home screen. This process is almost identical to moving apps on and off the home screen: tap and hold empty space on your home screen. Click on the widgets
at the bottom of the screen. Choose the widget you want on your home screen. Tap and hold it. Drag it into the position you want on your Android home screen. Personalize your home screen: Get a new Beyond home screen setup using what's already on your phone, you can also download brand new launchers that
will change the layout and functionality of your home screen yourself. Launchers change the look and feel of even more parts of the Android OS, allowing you to make it truly your own. Launchers also allow you to change icons, helping to personalize your home screen to affect even third-party branding. Many launchers
support gesture shortcuts and navigation, offer many more widgets and transition effects and can even learn your habits and adapt to your needs throughout the day. Custom Android launchers worth checking out include: Look at a few launchers and see which fit your personality best. Once you've found the one you
like, install the app, open it and click Home. You should see a notification of the default launcher change. Just change your default to a new launcher. If you want to change back (or you don't Pop-up), go to settings and search launchers - you should be able to find the right menu easily enough and then just pick the one
you want from a list of installed launchers to make it the new default. Wrap there are many ways to personalize your home screen on Android, whether it's working with existing settings and options, or downloading new new through third-party launchers. Have fun with the devices. Make them your own! What are some of
your favorite ways to personalize your home screen? Have you found third-party apps that matter? Give us your feedback in the comments below! Android folders aren't just places for apps. Here's what you need to know! (intro) Folders are by no means a new concept for launchers, but they come with no small amount
of stigma, especially when it comes to their appearance. Fortunately, there are a few tricks to use them and theming them that could help you learn how to bite a bullet and fill some folders. Creating a new folder on your home screen is as easy as dragging one app shortcut over another in most launchers. Getting rid of a
folder is as simple as you are: you can either drag it into the trash, or if you drag all but one app out of the folder, the folder will return to one app shortcut. While most launchers don't have a limit to how much you can put in a home screen folder, usually you have to keep it between two and nine. Once you get over ten
apps in your folder, things can get a little hectic. Dock folders While most users stick a folder or two on their home screen, a few years ago I took it a step further and never looked back: I put them in my dock. Today, my dock is almost entirely made of folders. Putting folders in the dock means that instead of swipes to my
entertainment apps or my work apps, my folders are there in the dock on all home screen pages. It also frees up space on my home screens for more widgets or a clean home screen. To see if your dock will support your newly made folder, long press-and-drag one of the icons already in the dock in order to make room,
then drag the folder down to the newly opened space. If the folder is in the dock, congratulations, your launcher supports it. If not, take a look at some of the launchers that do. If you give the folder action, this folder in the dock can be doubly useful. Folder Action Folders can be more than just space to reset apps, they
can be gesture shortcuts. gestures mean that folders can pull a double duty. For example, in Action Launcher, folders can be converted into covers. Covers make the first app in the folder as a folder icon and click the action for the folder by hiding the folder while you swipe on that app icon. Activate the cover in action
Launcher Click folder on your home screen. Tap the three-point menu icon in the bottom right corner of the folder. Click to make the lid. They're pretty cool, aren't they? Nova Launcher Prime makes covers, only without a catchy name and a singular configuration. In Nova, you have the choice to label your label with either
a tap or a swipe on the folder. I say shortcut because Nova allows you to install any Nova action, app, or system label, not just the first app in the folder. Folder. Take action on folders in Nova Launcher Long-press to folder. Click Edit. Click Swipe Action. Choose an app or shortcut that you want to open with a folder
gesture. To switch Swipe to Tap, click Swipe to open the folder. Click Finish. Swipe action has made folders a convenient place to hide some of my Tasker shortcuts over the years, but you can also use Swipe Action Direct Contact Set, open your favorite playlist, go to frequent destinations, and more. You can also add a
swipe action to any app icon on your home screen in Nova Launcher, not just folders. Thematic folders One of the many remorse people can have with folders is that they look ugly, and in many cases on a lot of launchers, they are not mistaken. The background can be bright - or worse, bland - and folder icons can be
busy and incompatible. But don't worry, we can fix it! The themed background folders of Launcher Action in quicktheme and Nova Launcher's Folder Background Collector Most thematic-oriented launchers allow you to change the color of your folder icon and the background from the boring white/grey they start with.
Action Launcher lets you choose one of several shades and transparency in the quiktem, but these shades are based on the colors it extracts from the wallpaper, so it's easier to get stuck with shades that you don't want to get stuck with. Nova Launcher gives you the freedom to choose any color and transparency under
the hex-code of the sun you want. While Action Launcher may have separate colors for the icon and the actual background of the folder, Nova Launcher makes you use the same shade for both. The theme folder icons of Folder Icons get a bad rap because some old versions were cluttered, clumsy, and some were

straight up ugly. But new icon folder styles come every few years, and last year's Pixel-style porthole icon folders are actually icon folders that are not only tolerable, but beautiful. Choosing the type of folder icon that suits your theme can do wonders, but at the end of the day, folder icons tend to look smaller and more
multi-thousand than single app icons. The easiest way to get over this is to change the folder icon to the icon of one app in the folder. In fact, in launcher action, this is really your only option, as action launcher doesn't allow you to install a custom folder icon. In Nova Launcher you can set the folder icon apart from any
swipe gestures or apps inside, giving you a little more freedom not only in the themography of your folder, but also placing apps in it. Since you can install any icon you want for your folders, you can install the icon as File PNG and make your folder invisible, allowing you to put your sensitive apps at your fingertips while
keeping them from prying eyes. Eyes. Eyes.
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